Support the Bike Scouts community!
The Bike Scouts platform is a good way to do awesome things in the world even when you’re
busy, when you have responsibilities that just can’t wait, or when you don’t have enough
people around you that would support your passion for good. Bike Scouts is a ﬁrst-of-its-kind
social platform for doing good that also runs the only continuously-operating volunteer bicycle
messenger service for disaster response in the world. Bike Scouts has been providing help,
hope, and courage for people affected by disasters and circumstance since 2013. Help the Bike
Scouts community make awesome things happen with social teamwork!
We have been working and building our community and platform for almost a decade, and in
that time we’ve helped people survive and thrive in some of the most difﬁcult situations
through social teamwork as a community - and we did all of this with zero funding and
investment. Today, the Bike Scouts has a nationwide membership in the Philippines where
natural disasters occur on a regular basis like the category-5 typhoon Yolanda in 2013, and the
more recent storms, the Taal Volcano eruption, and the ongoing global pandemic - where
people need other people the Bike Scouts are there to help.
We need help, though, to keep our community going. The cost of managing and sustaining a
growing community around the Philippines and in 16 other countries without funding,
investment, or collecting fees of any kind has grown to a point that we can no longer sustain it
ourselves. We are working on a solution to keep the community going but in the meantime we
need your help. Bike Scouts is a one-of-a-kind community and social platform where people
actually want to do better things for themselves and others. We don’t proﬁt from our
community, we don’t sell data, or get a percentage from other businesses that are most likely
struggling as well.
With your support, we can keep the community alive and it can continue to grow and do even
greater good wherever there are Bike Scouts.

The Bike Scouts Team
dispatch@bikescouts.org

bikescouts.org
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Why Bicycles?
We use bicycles to build our community and do good in the world because they’re the most
resilient forms of mobility that are accessible to the most number of people around the world.
People ride bicycles to go to work, school, to ﬁnd opportunity, for health, and experience life
while helping reduce the impact of mobility on the planet. Bicycles are simple machines that
work and make sense in preserving the future.

Who We Are
Bike Scouts is a Securities and Exchange Commission registered non-proﬁt company in the
Philippines. We are a small team of passionate professionals from different ﬁelds of work that
are relevant to the work and aspirations of the Bike Scouts community. We come from
advertising, design, development work, healthcare, and technology that have been working
for the past eight years to build a better social platform that actually does good for people and
the planet. None of us have received any salary, fees, or allowances in the time that we’ve been
building the community, and we are all fully-committed to continue the work with your support.

Who We Are
Like all other initiatives, we started by using free resources like Facebook and other platforms
but with a decade of growth in terms of community numbers and partners we’ve increasingly
had the need to build our own platform such as our website that allows us to have better
control of the content, materials, and engagement we have with community members and
partner organizations. We also have costs in our real-world operations to bring help to people
that need help in the aftermath of disasters and for daily survival in the midst of the ongoing
global pandemic. Bike Scouts operated nationwide in the Philippines, 24/7, 365 days in a year.
We are the only Volunteer Bicycle Messenger service (or any kind of delivery service) that keeps
working even in the middle of a volcanic eruption or a category-5 typhoon.
If you are an investor with a very generous heart and would like to make a difference in the
world we are also looking for partners that can help us scale the Bike Scouts’ impact to other
places around the world where our services might be needed. Please send us an email through
dispatch(a)bikescouts.org. The world moves forward at its own pace, we are the ones that ride
bicycles to make sure that nobody is left behind.
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